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Observations of atmospheric CO can only be made on global and regional scales by
remote sensing instruments situated in space. One such instrument is the Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI), producing spectrally resolved, top-ofatmosphere radiance measurements from which CO vertical layers and total columns
can be retrieved. This paper presents the first intercomparison between an IASI
CO data set, in this case that produced by the University of Leicester IASI Retrieval
Scheme (ULIRS), and the V3 and V4 operationally retrieved CO products from the
Measurements Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT) instrument. The comparison is performed for a localised region of Africa. By comparing both the standard data
and a special version of MOPITT data retrieved using the ULIRS a priori for CO, it is
shown that standard intercomparisons of CO are strongly affected by the differing a
priori data of the retrievals, and by the differing sensitivities of the two instruments. In
particular, the differing a priori profiles for MOPITT V3 and V4 data result in systematic retrieved profile changes as expected. Application of averaging kernels is used to
derive a difference quantity which is much less affected by smoothing error and hence
more sensitive to systematic error. This technique is used to show that the systematic
bias between MOPITT V4 and ULIRS IASI data, at MOPITT vertical resolution, is less
than 7%. These conclusions are confirmed by simulations with model profiles for the
same region.
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Carbon monoxide (CO) in the troposphere acts as a marker, or tracer, of incomplete
combustion processes, and through its reactions with the hydroxyl free radical OH, the
concentration of CO is related to the oxidising capacity of the troposphere (Thompson,
1992); investigations into perturbations of the sources, sinks and net surface fluxes of
CO are therefore of significant importance.
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Whilst ground-based and aircraft-mounted instruments are able to make precise
measurements of the tropospheric concentrations of CO, they are not able to provide global coverage. Only observations from space allow for fully (in the absence of
cloud) global measurements of CO concentrations to be made over a reasonably short
time period. Over the past decade the MOPITT (Measurements of Pollution in the
Troposphere; Deeter et al., 2003), IMG (Interferometer Monitor for greenhouse Gases)
(Kobayashi et al., 1999), AIRS (Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder) (McMillan et al., 2005),
and TES (Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer) (Rinsland et al., 2006) instruments
have all successfully exploited observations in the 4.7 µm spectral band to increase
the vertical information content of profiles and also global coverage. The IASI (Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer) is the latest instrument in the TIR suite of tropospheric sounders, and the University of Leicester IASI Retrieval Scheme (ULIRS)
has been developed to convert IASI Top Of Atmosphere (TOA) radiances into an atmospheric CO product (Illingworth et al., 2010).
The objective of this paper is to assess the consistency between the MOPITT and
ULIRS retrieved IASI data (hereafter referred to simply as the IASI data or product),
and to investigate some of the probable causes of differences that are observed. This
work follows on from other studies which have investigated the intercomparison of CO
from different satellite products, such as Luo et al. (2007); Ho et al. (2009); Warner
et al. (2007); Kopacz et al. (2010), and this paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2
we summarise the characteristics of the IASI instrument, and discuss the set-up of the
ULIRS. Section 3 introduces the MOPITT instrument and presents in detail the retrieval
algorithm of the MOPITT CO product, in particular highlighting the similarities and differences between the V3 and V4 operational products. Section 4 presents the results
of a standard intercomparison between the IASI and MOPITT instruments and their
retrieved CO products, with Sect. 5 performing the analysis with a consistent set of a
priori statistics. This section also compares the observed differences between instruments with systematic differences computed using modelled profiles. Finally in Sect. 6
we apply the methodology of Rodgers and Connor (2003) to undertake a comparison
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with reduced smoothing error, as demonstrated using synthetic CO fields as for Sect. 5.
The conclusions of this work are summarised in Sect. 7.
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The IASI instrument is a high-resolution Michelson interferometer which was launched
in 2007, onboard EUMETSAT’s (European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites) MetOp-A satellite, with an equator crossing time of 09:30 LST (local
solar time) and an instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) that is approximately 12 km in
diameter at nadir; it covers the spectral range between 645 and 2760 cm−1 , with a
−1
−1
spectral sampling of 0.25 cm and a nominal apodised spectral resolution of 0.5 cm
(Blumstein et al., 2004). A more detailed description of the IASI instrument is given in
Clerbaux et al. (2009); here we briefly discuss why the IASI is well suited for providing
detailed information about the global distribution of CO, on both short and long term
timescales.
The IASI instrument’s spectral range and low noise in the 4.7 µm region, mean that
−1
it is able to observe the CO spectral band centred on 2140 cm (4.7 µm); the large
swath width (2200 km) enables IASI to achieve a twice daily global coverage (∼99%),
and as the first of a series of three instruments to be launched every five years, the IASI
will allow for the monitoring of long-term climatological trends at a very high temporal
resolution.
Illingworth et al. (2009) have demonstrated that the likely accuracy in band 1 of the
IASI instrument is < 0.1 K at 11 µm. By considering work done by Larar et al. (2010),
and also the internal radiometric accuracy of the IASI instrument, as reported by Blumstein et al. (2004), the IASI instrument is likely radiometrically accurate to < 0.3 K in the
4.7 µm spectral region.
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The ULIRS scheme (Illingworth et al., 2010) has been developed to retrieve CO
from IASI measured TOA radiances, utilising an Optimal Estimation Method (OEM)
(Rodgers, 2000) to constrain the ill-conditioned nature of the retrieval problem. The
ULIRS algorithm is based on the retrieval of a VMR state vector, and a CO a priori
profile and covariance matrix are constructed using profiles from the Toulouse Off-line
Model of Chemistry And Transport (TOMCAT) Chemical Transport Model (CTM) (Chipperfield, 2006), which incorporates a wide variety of CO scenarios. A constant a priori
product, i.e. one which is the same for every retrieval, is used to ensure that any spatial
or temporal features observed in the retrieved CO product are not symptomatic of features in the a priori. For this particular study a key point is that the a priori product has
been constructed using over 8000 TOMCAT profiles from the Southern Africa region
(over a grid box bounded longitudinally from −20 to 50◦ E, and latitudinally from −30 to
◦
30 N) for the year 2004. The ULIRS incorporates the Oxford RFM (Dudhia, 2000) as
a forward model, and the retrieval scheme makes use of the spectral interval 2143 to
−1
2181 cm , for reasons outlined in Barret et al. (2005). The ULIRS also utilises a spatially precise (3000 resolution) surface elevation (USGS, 1998) and emissivity (0.05◦ resolution) (Seemann et al., 2008), as well as incorporating a quantified back-scattered
solar radiation component, which makes use of the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) atlas of the infrared solar spectrum
(Hase et al., 2010). The importance of these three parameters, as well as full details
of the ULIRS are discussed in Illingworth et al. (2010). A linear error analysis of the
ULIRS data suggests that typical random errors over the African region relating to the
profiles are found to be ∼10% at 5 and 12 km, and on the total columns to be ∼12%.
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The MOPITT “version 3” (V3) product first became available in 2002, and was the
first data set to offer truly long-term and global coverage about the distribution of tropospheric CO. The characteristics of this product are given in detail by Deeter et al.
(2003), but to summarise they include: (1) an OEM retrieval algorithm, which utilises
an operational radiative transfer model (MOPFAS) (Edwards et al., 1999) based on
prelaunch laboratory measurements of instrument parameters as its forward model;
(2) a fixed 7-level pressure grid (floating surface level, 850 hPA, 700 hPa, 500 hPA,
350 hPA, 250 hPA, 150 hPA); (3) a global a priori profile and covariance matrix for all
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A summary of the main characteristics of the MOPITT instrument is given below; for
a full description of the instrument see e.g. Drummond and Mand (1996). MOPITT is
a nadir sounding instrument which measures upwelling infrared radiation in both the
4.7 µm and 2.4 µm spectral bands; it uses gas correlation spectroscopy using Pressure
Modulation Cells (PMC) and Length Modulation Cells (LMCs) to calculate total column
amounts and profiles of CO in the lower atmosphere. MOPITT was launched on board
the Terra satellite in 1999, with an equator crossing time of 10:30 LST ± 26 min, and a
◦
total scanning angle of ± 26 in each swath, combined with a 22 by 22 km horizontal
resolution allows MOPITT to generate a global map of CO once every three days.
For the purposes of this work we are interested in the measurements made in the
4.7 µm region, which provide the most information in regards to a retrieved profile of
CO. Whilst MOPITT utilises a slightly different technique to IASI in its measurements
of TOA radiances, the sensitivity of the two instruments are determined by the same
factors.
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retrievals; and (4) a state vector which consists of a CO profile, given in terms of a
Volume Mixing Ratio (VMR), a surface temperature and a surface emissivity.
A full description of the MOPITT “version 4” (V4) product is given by Deeter et al.
(2010). As with the V3 product, the V4 algorithm is based on an OEM retrieval technique, using MOPFAS as the forward model. There are however significant differences
between the V3 and V4 algorithms, and some of these are now discussed. Whereas
the V3 state vector represented the CO vertical profile as a set of VMR values, the V4
state vector represents the CO profile as a set of log(VMR) values; it was found that
the use of a VMR probability distribution function in V3 occasionally resulted in unrealistic negative VMR values, and so by representing the CO profile in log(VMR) space
in the V4 product, these negative values were eliminated. The motivation for using the
log(VMR) state vector for V4 was thus to avoid these negative values, and to provide a
greater consistency with observations. In addition to this, the V4 state vector expresses
the CO profile on a 10-level pressure grid (floating surface level followed by nine uniformly spaced levels from 900 to 100 hPA) instead of the seven-level grid used for V3;
this change to an equidistant pressure grid was implemented because a retrieval grid
with uniform grid spacing simplifies the physical interpretation of the retrieval.
For the V4 product some changes to the MOPFAS radiative transfer model were also
made in comparison to that used in the V3 algorithm. In extremely polluted conditions,
V3 retrievals sometimes failed because they exceeded the upper CO concentration
limit of MOPFAS. For the V4 product the MOPFAS forward model was therefore modified to allow for retrievals with significantly higher values, with the number of training
profiles expanded from 58 (Edwards et al., 1999) to 116. As part of its processing,
MOPFAS also incorporates models of the physical states of the MOPITT LMCs and
PMCs, and for the V4 algorithm, both the PMC and LMC models have been updated
for consistency with the actual on-orbit cell pressure and temperature values observed
during the mission. Specifically, the pressure and temperature values that are used to
model the LMCs in MOPFAS are now time-mean values, whilst the shapes and relative phases of the PMC pressure and temperature cycles remain unchanged. These
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updated models also reflect instrumental modifications performed after the failure of
one of MOPITT’s two coolers which occurred on 7 May 2001.
One of the most significant differences between the MOPITT V3 and V4 retrieval
algorithms is the choice of the a priori profiles and covariance matrices. In the MOPITT V3 product, a global a priori profile was employed for all retrievals; as discussed
in Sect. 2.2, this ensures that any features in the retrieved CO actually correspond to
information in the measurements. However, it is also true that using a global a priori
can sometimes yield large systematic differences between the “true” CO concentration
and the retrieved value, at levels where the weighting functions exhibit low sensitivity;
this is especially true for the large smoothing length (500 hPA, calculated by computing the delta-pressure for which the off-diagonal element of the covariance matrix was
2
found to be 1/e times the corresponding diagonal element) of the MOPITT V3 a priori
covariance matrix. In an attempt to reduce these a priori-related errors, V4 a priori
profiles are based on a monthly climatology from the global CTM MOZART-4 (Model
for OZone And Related chemical Tracers, version 4) (Emmons et al., 2010), where for
each retrieval, the climatology is spatially and temporally interpolated to the time and
location of the observation. As in V3, the V4 algorithm uses a global a priori covariance matrix, but sets the diagonal elements to a fractional VMR variability of 30%, and
assumes a smoothing length of 100 hPA (Deeter et al., 2010); these values have been
chosen based on analyses of aircraft in situ data sets at individual MOPITT validation
sites. This relatively small value for the smoothing length acts to reduce the projection
of information from levels where the MOPITT weighting functions are relatively strong
(e.g., the mid-lower troposphere) to levels where the weighting functions are relatively
weak (e.g., the surface). An example of the differences between the V3 and V4 a priori
profiles and covariances matrices is plotted in Fig. 1.
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The averaging kernel matrix A is a representative of the sensitivity of the retrieved state
to the true state:
∂ x̂
A =
(1)
.
∂x
where x is the “true” state vector, and x̂ is the retrieved state vector. The rows of A are
generally peaked functions, which have a half-width that is representative of the spatial
resolution of the observing system. An ideal observing system would have δ-function
averaging kernels, peaking at the various levels over which the retrieval was performed,
and no noise. The Degrees of Freedom for Signal (DFS) are a measurement of the
information content of the retrieval, and are defined as the trace of A (Rodgers, 2000).
Figure 2 shows a plot of the averaged daytime and oceanic MOPITT V3 and V4 averaging kernels (AMOP3 and AMOP4 ) for 1 September 2007 over the region shown in
Fig. 4 (hereafter referred to as the Southern Africa region), at each of the pressure
levels for the relevant retrieval grid, and illustrates how the MOPITT V3 and V4 measurements contribute to the retrieved CO profiles. It is important to note that whilst
Fig. 2 gives a good indication as to the sensitivities of the MOPITT V3 and V4 averagMOP3
MOP4
MOP3
ing kernels, A
and A
do not represent the same quantity: A
is ∂ x̂/∂x,
MOP4
whereas A
is ∂log(x̂)/∂log(x). To the first order the V3 and V4 averaging kernels
can be converted using the following relationship:

 
∂log x̂
x ∂ x̂
=
(2)
.
∂log (x)
x̂ ∂x
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3.3 Comparison of MOPITT V3 and V4 averaging kernels
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where i and j are indexes of column and row elements of A and AN , and ∆P is the
pressure thickness of the layer corresponding to column index i . It is also important
MOP3
MOP4
MOP3
to note that A
and A
do not represent the same quantity: A
is ∂ x̂/∂x,
MOP4
whereas A
is ∂log(x̂)/∂log(x). To the first order the V3 and V4 averaging kernels
can be converted using the following relationship:
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permit a meaningful analysis. Similarly, significant latitudinal effects which make tropical retrievals quite different than polar retrievals, mean that any conclusions will be
more justifiable if a specific latitudinal zone or region, rather than a global data set, is
analysed.
The main reason for performing this analysis over Southern Africa was because this
is the region over which the ULIRS was characterised (Illingworth et al., 2010). Over
Southern Africa, especially during the fire season (which typically lasts from late July
to early November; Giglio et al., 2006), there is also a large variety in the different CO
atmospheric scenarios; Southern Africa thus represents a region over which a wide
variety of CO profiles can be observed, but which should not be adversely affected by
latitudinal effects. It has been shown previously (see e.g. Deeter et al., 2007b) that
the thermal contrast has a large effect on the MOPITT averaging kernels, therefore
the main comparison has been carried out during daytime over the ocean, where the
effects of the thermal contrast are minimised, and where surface emissivity variations
can be neglected. From a technique point of view, a consistent use of all the data sets
is important.
As the averaging kernels are strongly dependent upon the different pressure grids
that are used in each of the retrieval schemes, to make a consistent comparison, the
pressure-layer-normalised averaging kernels are generated using the following equation, taken from Ho et al. (2009):
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The mean CO profiles of the MOPITT V3 and MOPITT V4 retrieval algorithms, over
the ocean and for the daytime of 1 September 2007 over the Southern Africa region
(see Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the largest differences between the
MOPITT V3 and V4 CO concentrations occur at the surface (approximately 70 ppbv),
whilst the smallest differences occur between 400 and 600 hPa.
The differences between the MOPITT V3 and MOPITT V4 retrieved profiles shown
in Fig. 3 are consistent with the results of Deeter et al. (2010), with the mean V3
and V4 retrieved profiles similar in the upper troposphere, and differing greatly in the
lower troposphere. One of the major reasons for the observed differences between
the MOPITT V3 and V4 profiles is the use of different a priori (profiles and covariance
matrices), and the effect of the smoothing length on the retrievals. In particular, for
large correlation lengths, retrievals at pressure levels that are insensitive to CO can be
strongly influenced by more sensitive levels. One example of where this “false influence” can occur is for scenes with a low-thermal contrast, and hence a lack of sensitivity to the surface; in such scenes a large correlation length can result in the projection
of CO features from the mid-troposphere, where there is an increased sensitivity, to the
surface. Such a phenomena could well be responsible for the results seen in Fig. 3,
with the large differences at the surface being a direct result of the MOPITT V3 being
falsely influenced by CO features above 850 hPa.
Another possible cause of the differences between the V3/V4 retrieved profiles is the
use of lognormal statistics in the MOPITT V4 retrieval algorithm. Deeter et al. (2007a)
showed that the assumption of Gaussian VMR variability in the MOPITT V3 retrieval
algorithm is inconsistent with in-situ data sets, and leads to positive retrieval bias in
especially clean conditions (e.g., VMR values less than 60 ppbv). As V4 retrievals use
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a state vector based on log(VMR) they are therefore not subject to this effect. A further
source of the difference between the MOPITT V3 and V4 data sets is the change in
retrieval bias due to drifts in the MOPITT LMCs and PMCs (see Sect. 3.2), which are
corrected for in the V4 retrieval algorithm, but not in the V3.
4 Comparison of IASI and MOPITT CO
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MOPITT is on board the Terra satellite, which is on a different orbit to MetOp, it is
therefore not possible to find exact coincidences between IASI and MOPITT measurements. Thus, to ensure a reasonable coincidence criteria and sample size, only IASI
and MOPITT retrievals that correspond spatially to within 50 km, and which differ on a
temporal timescale by at most 90 min are considered for this intercomparison; 90 min
was chosen, because it allowed for the maximum amount of data to be collated whilst
minimising the effects of transportation. The IASI retrievals were further filtered by using the Root Mean Square (RMS) difference between simulated and observed spectra,
as well as the χ 2 value of the retrieval. Only retrievals which had an RMS difference
2
−1
2
of less than 3.5 nW/cm /cm /sr and a χ of less than 3.5 were considered for the
comparison. Any IASI and MOPITT matches where the surface pressures used in the
retrieval process differed by more than 20 hPa were also neglected.
The region considered for comparison, along with the retrieved CO total column
densities for each of the algorithms is shown in Fig. 4. As was discussed in Sect. 3.3
it is important to consider the day/night and land/ocean retrievals separately, and the
remainder of the figures in this study are for the comparison between daytime retrievals
over the ocean.
The IASI and MOPITT retrieval algorithms are set up on pressure grids which differently sample the troposphere, thus the IASI retrievals which were on the pressure
levels closest to those of the corresponding MOPITT pressure levels were selected
for comparison. The MOPITT V3 (AMOP3 ) and IASI averaging kernels (AIASI ) at retrieval pressure levels close to those of MOPITT V3 are shown in Fig. 5, whilst the
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MOPITT V4 (AMOP4 ) and IASI averaging kernels (AIASI ) at retrieval pressure levels closMOP3
est to those of MOPITT V4 are shown in Fig. 6. These mean averaging kernels (A
,
MOP4
IASI
A
and A ) correspond to daytime and ocean averages from MOPITT and IASI
for 1 September 2007 over the Southern Africa region shown in Fig. 4. As with the
differences between AMOP3 and AMOP4 , the different magnitudes between AMOP and
IASI
A
are mainly due to the different pressure layer thicknesses of the retrieval grids
used by MOPITT V3/V4 (7/10 layers) and IASI (30 layers). Recall that, whilst the IASI
and MOPITT V3 averaging kernels both represent ∂ x̂/∂x, the MOPITT V4 averaging
kernels correspond to ∂log(x̂)/∂log(x).
The MOPITT V3 and IASI mean CO profiles and standard deviation relative to their
means are shown in Fig. 7a, at MOPITT V3 pressure levels for the 1 September 2007,
over the Southern Africa region for the daytime over the ocean. As can be seen from
IASI
MOP3
Fig. 7c, x
overestimates x
at pressure levels greater than 500 hPa, and is an
IASI
underestimate at lower pressures. The results from the intercomparison of IASI (x )
and MOPITT V3 (xMOP3 ) CO are summarised in Table 1.
Figure 7b shows the MOPITT V4 and IASI mean CO profiles and standard deviation
relative to their means, at MOPITT V4 pressure levels for the 1 September 2007 over
the Southern Africa region. The differences between the two products are depicted in
Fig. 7d, with large apparent discrepancies between the mean IASI and MOPITT V4 CO
profiles below 800 hPa symptomatic of the difference in the relative correlation lengths
of the two different retrieval algorithms. As was discussed in Sect. 3.4 the correlation
length used in the MOPITT V4 algorithm is 100 hPa and the a priori profile is based
on modelled data that is spatially and temporally interpolated to the retrieval scene.
As the IASI retrieval scheme uses a constant a priori profile, and has a smoothing
length of approximately 400 hPa it has a greater sensitivity to mid-tropospheric events
than it does to the surface (as can be seen from Figs. 5b and 6b). The results from
the intercomparison of IASI (xIASI ) and MOPITT V4 (xMOP4 ) CO are summarised in
Table 2.
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It is instructive to investigate whether the differences observed between x
and x
are due to the choice of a priori used by each of the retrieval schemes. A useful way
to examine this problem, is to use the same a priori profile and covariance for both the
MOPITT and IASI retrievals. In order to do this the IASI a priori profiles and covariance
matrices were integrated into the MOPITT V3 and V4 retrieval algorithms.
0
The differences between the IASI (xIASI ) and “adjusted” MOPITT (xMOP3 ) profiles
shown in Fig. 8c are similar to the differences between the IASI and MOPITT V3 profiles (Fig. 7c), which is to be expected given the similarities in the smoothing length
and a priori covariance matrices of the IASI and MOPITT V3 retrieval algorithms. FigIASI
MOP40
ure 8d also demonstrates that x
and x
are in better agreement, particularly in
IASI
MOP4
the lower troposphere, compared to the differences between x
and x
(Fig. 7d).
This result is mainly explained by the fact that both retrievals now use the same a priori
statistics, in particular utilising an identical correlation length, meaning that the surface
retrievals are equally affected by the influence of mid-tropospheric events. The results from the intercomparison between the IASI and adjusted MOPITT V3 and V4 CO
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5 Comparison of IASI and MOPITT CO using the same a priori
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The results presented in Fig. 7 indicate that with respect to the effect of projection
of information in the mid-troposphere to the surface, the IASI retrievals more closely
resemble the MOPITT V3 than the V4 retrievals. This can in part be explained by
the similarity in the smoothing lengths of the IASI and MOPITT V3 a priori covariance
matrices (400 and 500 hPa, respectively, in comparison to 100 hPa for the MOPITT V4
algorithm), as well as the fact that the diagonal elements of the a priori covariance
matrix are similar for IASI and MOPITT V3, in comparison to those for MOPITT V4 (see
horizontal error bars in Fig. 1). It should also be noted that the differences between the
MOPITT V3 and V4 retrieved profiles that can be inferred from Fig. 7 are the same as
those shown in Fig. 3.
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products are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. This better agreement corresponds well with other studies (e.g. Luo et al., 2007; Ho et al., 2009; Warner et al.,
2007), which also investigated the effect of minimising the differences in the a priori
statistics, in the intercomparison of different retrieval products.
5.1 Smoothing bias
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where AMOP represents the adjusted MOPITT (V3 and V4) averaging kernel matrices.
0
Differences between xIASI and xMOP can be characterised from Eqs. (5) and (7). Further insight into differences in the smoothing effect of the two retrievals (the smoothing
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where  represents the error in the retrieved profiles due to both random and systematic errors in the measured signal and in the algorithm’s forward model (Rodgers and
Connor, 2003). By processing the MOPITT retrieval algorithms using the IASI a priori,
MOP0
the modified MOPITT retrieved CO profile, x
, can be written as:


0
0
0
xMOP = AMOP xtrue − xIASI
+ xIASI
+ MOP ,
(7)
a
a
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whilst for the MOPITT retrievals (V3 and V4):


xMOP = AMOP xtrue − xMOP
+ xMOP
+ MOP ,
a
a
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Whilst the IASI and MOPITT products have now been retrieved using the same a priori
information, there still exist differences in the measurement sensitivity, i.e. weighting
functions and noise, of the retrievals. The retrieved state vector can be written as
a weighted mean of the true profile (xtrue ) and the a priori profile (xa ) (Rodgers and
Connor, 2003). In the case of IASI retrievals this can be written as:


+ IASI ,
+ xIASI
xIASI = AIASI xtrue − xIASI
(5)
a
a
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between xIASI and xMOP . Retrieving GEOS-Chem modelled profiles in this manner has
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xtrue given by x
. In the absence of any other biases,
and
represent the “best possible” retrieval of the GEOS-Chem profiles by the adjusted MOPITT
and IASI algorithms, respectively. The results from the intercomparison between the
expected smoothing biases δMODEL MOPITT V3 and V4 CO products are summarised
in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
As can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9, and also from Tables 1 and 2, the differences
MOP0
IASI
between xMODEL and xMODEL are of a very similar magnitude to those that are observed
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bias) can be obtained by examining what happens when the averaging kernels for each
instrument are applied to a true profile (thus simulating the effect of retrieval characteristics on the retrieved profiles).
For this study the truth is represented by gridded output from the GEOS-Chem
(v7.04.10) CTM (Bey et al., 2001 and http://www.GEOS-Chem.org/), driven by meteorological observations from the Goddard Earth Observing System v5 (GEOS-5) from
the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office Global Circulation model based at NASA
Goddard. The GEOS-Chem global 3-D CTM relates surface emissions of CO to global
3-D distributions of CO concentration. Primary sources of CO include biomass burning,
fossil and biofuel combustion. Secondary sources are from the oxidation of co-emitted
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). We use surface biomass burning emission estimates from the Global Fire Emission Database (GFED version 2) (Van Der Werf et al.,
2006), and the model is used in tagged CO tracer mode at a horizontal resolution of
◦
2 × 2.5 , with 47 sigma levels that span the surface to 0.01 hPa. The 3-D meteorological data is updated every six hours, and boundary layer and tropopause heights are
GEOS
updated every three hours. We use GEOS-Chem CO profiles, x
, with the closGEOS
est x
to the collocated IASI and adjusted MOPITT CO profiles being used for this
comparison; the GEOS-Chem total column densities for the studied region are shown
in Fig. 4d.
IASI
MOP0
xMODEL and xMODEL have been calculated from Eqs. (5) and (7), respectively, with
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Rodgers and Connor (2003) showed that the effect of smoothing error in a comparison
can be reduced if the retrieval of one instrument is simulated using the retrieval of
another. For profiles used in this study, the number of DFS for the MOPITT retrievals
were found to be comparable to, yet usually smaller than, that of IASI. The DFS for
IASI over the oceanic Southern Africa region during the daytime were found to range
MOP30
MOP40
from 1.34 to 2.53, whereas those corresponding to A
and A
were found to
range from 0.99 to 2.29 and from 0.95 to 2.00, respectively.
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6.1 Methodology
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The results of Sect. 5.1 indicate that the differences between xMOP and xIASI are a
result of the smoothing bias. The direct comparison between the products includes
a contribution from smoothing error, even when the same a priori is used for the retrievals of both instruments to be compared. This arises from the non-identical weighting functions and error covariances of the two instruments. Rodgers and Connor (2003)
proposed a methodology, also employed by Luo et al. (2007); Warner et al. (2007); Ho
et al. (2009), in which the averaging kernels of one retrieval scheme are used to smooth
the retrieved data set from the other set of measurements, providing that both retrievals
utilise the same set of a priori statistics. With the caveat that this “double smoothing”
of the truth will serve to smooth away some of the intrinsic information contained within
the retrieved data set, this section discusses such a method, the justification for its use,
and the results that are obtained. In particular we note that the real importance here is
to show that quantities can be calculated which minimise smoothing contributions.

Discussion Paper

therefore shown that many of the observed differences between the IASI and adjusted
MOPITT retrievals can be explained by the smoothing bias.
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Application of the above process to a representative true profile is important in order
to demonstrate that the smoothing error terms have been very much reduced. Again,
GEOS-Chem CO profiles, were used for this comparison, with the smoothing bias
now represented by δMODEL0 . It should be noted that δMODEL0 represents the expected
0
0
smoothing bias for xIASI and xMOP , whilst δMODEL represents the expected smoothing
IASI
MOP0
bias for x
and x
. As can be seen from Fig. 13, the smoothing error across
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MOP0
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MOP0

A
term is small, Eq. (9) should represent the
−A
Providing that the A
difference between the MOPITT systematic error and the vertical IASI smoothed sysMOP0 IASI
MOP0
A
−A
tematic error. As can be seen from Figs. 10 and 11, the DFS for A
are on average 0.07 and 0.03 for the MOPITT V3 and V4 retrievals, respectively. As
this difference quantity is larger for the MOPITT V3 comparisons, it makes the results of
0
0
xMOP −xIASI more difficult to interpret than for the corresponding IASI and V4 analysis.
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0

where AMOP is AMOP , but converted onto the same pressure grid as that used by IASI,
0
00
and xIASI now represents the retrieved IASI profile, smoothed using AMOP . The IASI
retrieval should be optimal with respect to the comparison ensemble, which it is expected to be because the IASI a priori were specifically constructed for the comparison
ensemble.
IASI0
MOP0
From Eqs. (5), (7), and (8), the difference between x
and x
can be written
as:



0
0
0
0
0
0
xtrue − xIASI
+ MOP − AMOP IASI . (9)
xMOP − xIASI = AMOP − AMOP AIASI
a

Discussion Paper

Providing that common a priori statistics are used in the retrievals, Rodgers and
Connor (2003) states that:


0
00
xIASI = AMOP xIASI − xIASI
+ xIASI
(8)
a
a ,
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the profiles, in the case of both the MOPITT V3 and V4 comparisons is small. By
comparing Figs. 13 and 9 it can be seen that the application of Eq. (8) has significantly
reduced the expected smoothing bias.
0
0
0
0
IASI
MOP3
MOP3
IASI
Figure 12 compares the mean values for x
,x
, and x
−x
, for each
MOPITT V3 pressure level for 1 September 2007 for the daytime over the oceanic
Southern Africa region. An offset between the total column densities of 6.32% was
also computed, and a correlation coefficient between the IASI and MOPITT V3 total
columns of 0.86 is comparable to the correlation coefficient between the IASI operational and MOPITT V3 column amounts of 0.87 that was observed by George et al.
(2009). Over ocean and during the daytime, the MOPITT V3 CO profile appears to be
an overestimate of the IASI retrieved profile in the mid-lower troposphere.
0
0
0
0
Figure 12 also compares the mean values for xIASI , xMOP4 , and xMOP4 − xIASI , for
each MOPITT V4 pressure level. As can be seen from this figure, there is excellent
MOP40
IASI0
across the profile. The results of the comparison
and x
agreement between x
between the adjusted MOPITT V4 and the smoothed IASI products are summarised in
Table 2. The agreement between the smoothed IASI and adjusted MOPITT V4 total
column densities is also high (with a mean absolute difference of 4.21%), and there is
0
0
a correlation coefficient between the column amounts for xIASI and xMOP4 of 0.86. The
results of this comparison indicate that for the data studied, over ocean and during the
daytime, the IASI and MOPITT V4 data sets are in very good agreement.
MOP0
IASI0
, along with the expected
Tables 3 and 4 summarise the values for x
−x
smoothing bias (δMODEL0 ) for the 1 September 2007 over the region shown in Fig. 4 for
the daytime/ocean, nighttime/ocean, and nighttime/land scenarios. The results for the
daytime/land scenario are not shown as there were insufficient coincident data points
from which to draw conclusions from. It should also be noted that only profiles for
which there were retrieved values at each of the fixed MOPITT pressure levels were
chosen, and as much of the Southern Africa land region has a surface pressure of
less than 900 hPa (but greater than 850 hPa) this resulted in a large discrepancy in
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In this paper, possible causes of the differences between the retrievals of the IASI and
MOPITT V3/V4 CO products have been investigated. It was observed that the differences between the standard products were significantly affected by the differing a
priori data (both mean profiles, covariance errors, and error correlation lengths) used in
the retrievals. To account for this different a priori information in IASI and MOPITT retrievals, IASI a priori profiles and covariance matrices were applied to a modified operational MOPITT retrieval algorithm. The residual differences between the two products
were believed to arise from differences in the measurement sensitivity, and this was
demonstrated by calculating a smoothing bias, using a set of GEOS-Chem modelled
data to represent the truth.
A further development to account for the remaining differences in the retrieved CO
products was also presented, in which a difference quantity is calculated which is much
more sensitive to systematic error than smoothing error. In effect, MOPITT averaging
kernels (from the adjusted MOPITT retrieval scheme) were used to smooth IASI CO
retrievals. This methodology, as first proposed by Rodgers and Connor (2003) and
applied by Ho et al. (2009), was justified by examining the theory for optimal retrievals
and by applying the process also to the model data; analysis of data with an a priori

Discussion Paper

15

7 Conclusions
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5

the number of MOPITT V3 and V4 comparisons over land during the nighttime. The
comparisons show that for V4 data, the anticipated differences due to smoothing error
are very small. Therefore, any biases observed are likely to be intrinsic, non-retrieval,
systematic biases between MOPITT and IASI, which on average across the profile
appear to be less than 4%. The results for V3 are less easy to interpret but would be
consistent with systematic biases of up to 10%. As the MOPITT V4 product has been
shown to be more reliable than the MOPITT V3 product (see e.g. Deeter et al., 2010),
it is encouraging that ULIRS agrees to such a large extent with the MOPITT V4 data
set.
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developed specifically for the region exploited in the comparison is particularly suitable
for this purpose. Differences between the IASI data and the MOPITT V4 data, were
shown to be less than 7% at the MOPITT V4 vertical resolution. For the comparison
to MOPITT V3 data, differences were shown to be of the order of 10% although this
result must be treated with caution because of residual smoothing error contributions
to the selected difference quantity. This offset is comparable with the results of Deeter
et al. (2010).
As yet no other work has been published regarding the intercomparison of IASI and
MOPITT V4 data products. As well as demonstrating that the ULIRS CO product is
in good agreement with an independent satellite data set, the work presented in this
paper can also be seen as an initial independent verification of the offset between the
MOPITT V3 and V4 products.
The next step in the continuation of this work is to extend the intercomparison over
a larger temporal range, and to different regions. Initially the intercomparison should
be widened to incorporate dates from the different seasons, as it would be interesting
to see how the IASI and MOPITT CO products compared during a period that was
not affected by biomass burning. Such a study would also enable the identification
of any inter-annual variability between the two data sets. The intercomparison could
then be extended in the spatial domain to include regions other than Africa, especially
over land masses which are relatively flat. However, care must be taken when the
analysis is performed over larger regions because of potential variations in the a priori
specifications and larger variations in smoothing error contributions. Any such analysis
should be performed separately for day and night data, and over the land and ocean.
Whilst one day (1 September 2007) has been selected for this study, over the Tropical African region, the results and their interpretations have shown the importance in
understanding the constituent parts of any retrieval scheme, and the effects that any
of these underlying inputs may have on the retrieved product. In particular any set of
profiles and total column amounts should always be provided with a set of matching
a priori and averaging kernels, so that the data can be correctly interpreted, and if
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needs be compared with another product. The purpose of this paper was to assess
the consistency between the MOPITT and IASI data, and to investigate the probable
causes of differences between these two different instruments. In doing so a greater
understanding as to the correct interpretation of both the MOPITT and the ULIRS CO
retrieved products has been achieved.
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